
 
 

 

What do you need for an excellent finance function? 

Lean management in the finance function 
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In recent years, there have been many initiatives to improve performance in the finance function. Through 

the years many organizations have undertaken numerous finance initiatives, shared services, performance 

management, and fast-close to name just a few, with mixed results. At BearingPoint we believe that two 

flaws often lead to the failure of these initiatives; they often fail to take an end-to-end approach and they 

are initiated and pushed top-down. In this paper, we explain how a lean management approach takes these 

two elements into account to ensure the achievement of long term improvement.  

 

Waste, activities and processes in an organization that do not add value for the customer, are present throughout 

organizations. Ranging from reports that are produced but not used and rework that is required, to idle time in several 

departments. An organization’s finance function is no different. The waste in the finance function has a significant impact 

on organizations. A recent benchmark by the APQC
1
 institute shows major differences between month-end closing 

processes, accounts payable, account receivable and other measures both in costs and in people involved. In the current 

business environment, eliminating wastage is important to stay competitive. With increased global competition and 

economic pressures, organizations realize that they need to perform among the best in all business functions.  

 

One approach that has proven effective at eliminating waste and helping organizations to structurally and continuously 

improve is Lean management. Lean management is the continuous focus on improving value for the customer, both 

internal and external. An organization creates value by delivering the desired quality at the desired time at the desired 

price. The tools and methodologies in Lean management therefore aim to increase quality, whilst reducing throughput 

time and reducing costs.  

 

Lean management’s origins lie in manufacturing. More specifically, the origins lie in manufacturing in the automotive 

sector. Because of its success, managers in other sectors and other business functions are increasingly applying it to their 

operations. From non-profit organizations to organizations in the financial sector (banks and insurance companies) and 

across all business functions, applications of Lean can now be seen. That should surprise no one. Like manufacturing, the 

finance function is an operation. An operation with a process. A process with inputs and outputs. A process that can and 

should be optimized.  

 

Projects focused on improving the finance function off course are not new. From fast close projects to the 

implementation of shared service centers, the finance function has seen its share of initiatives for improving the 

organizations finance operations.  

 

These improvement projects, although important, often have a number of shortcomings: 

1. Some projects optimize the finance functions but do not take into account that they heavily increase the burden 

on other departments such as supply chain or purchasing by only moving, not removing, waste.  

2. They often fail to take an end-to-end approach. As such, while these improvements have an impact, they are sub 

optimizations as they may fail to improve the most important bottlenecks in the value chain.  

3. The projects are initiated from the top. As such, they often fail to take along those involved in the execution of 

the operations. Ideas from employees are not taken into account.  

 

BearingPoint’s approach to Lean management solves these issues because:  

1. It covers the entire value chain of activities including activities in other departments. Thus ensuring the 

optimization aids the entire organization instead of a business function. 

2. It defines operational KPI’s, next to the financial KPI’s, that can be easily adopted by employees so that these 

can be discussed on a regular basis. The goal is to get more and more people in the organization involved with 

the improvement of performance. Leadership on all levels of the organization will get help from their people 

and will involve their people to bring performance continuously on a higher level. 

3. Lean empowers employees to analyze their own activities and think about the change instead of being forced 

into a new way of working from the top. It motivates employees and gives recognition to their issues.  

                                                           
1
 APQC American Productivity Quality Center; Open standards benchmarking finance 
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The potential benefits of BearingPoint’s Lean approach in this area are: 

1. Less time wasted searching for documents, records, files or information. 

2. Simpler, more cost-efficient internal processes. 

3. Reduced need for checking, rework and error correction. 

4. Faster response times with less ‘work in progress’. 

5. A move towards measuring things as they happen and not historically at month end. 

 

 

Lean finance in practice: 

At a leading firm in the food and beverage sector, the finance department was getting a beating. The department, 

responsible for month-end closings was underperforming; many mistakes were being made and the process was 

time-consuming and manually intensive.   

 

Although the organization was aware of the problems, previous attempts to alleviate the situation proved 

unsuccessful. In exploring another route to solve the issues, the organization turned to BearingPoint, who’s Lean 

management expertise had been successful at helping other organizations help their underperforming finance 

departments. 

 

BearingPoint facilitated workshops with all stakeholders from the top top-to-bottom in a fast-close project. Starting 

with a value stream map, they visualized the as-is processes in the monthly closing calendar. By doing this, they 

identified all key activities, issues and process performance, while involving different departments and all levels of 

the organization.  

 

In order to get buy-in and understanding within the organization a train-the-trainer approach was used. Here a 

number of “champions” were selected who rolled-out the program within the organization, thus securing a focus on 

continuous improvement. 

 

As a result, the organization was able to reduce the number of activities in the process by 35%. A qualitative 

advantage of this session was to teach employees how to spot waste and how to embrace a continuous 

improvement mindset. This resulted in the organization being able to reduce the month-end closing process by 2 

days. 
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Helping our clients get sustainable, measurable results 
 

BearingPoint is a leading European management and technology consulting 

company serving commercial, financial and public services clients. Our more 

than 3,250 passionate, experienced consultants help organizations solve their 

most pressing challenges, day in and day out. 

 

Through our collaborative and flexible approach, we help our clients get 

practical, sustainable, measurable results, make the right strategic decisions and 

implement the right solutions.  

 

We are BearingPoint, management and technology consultants. 

 

To learn more, contact us at +31 20 504 9000, or visit our Web site at 

www.bearingpoint.nl. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Food for discussion? 

Successful organizations should transform their finance organization by using lean finance. Lean finance will help sharpen 

the finance functions’ profile as a strategic advisor to the management.  

 

BearingPoint supports organizations and finance executives in strategic and business-critical decision-making. Our finance 

transformation and operational excellence consultants can reinforce your organization in setting the ambition level for 

Lean management in the finance function. By assessing existing operational capabilities and by providing a good vision on 

today’s leading practices. They are experienced in building business cases and converting them into actionable plans, 

business process optimization and continuous improvement thereby making the bottom line opportunities and 

improvements measurable and visible. Through their proven change management approach they will guide and coach 

your leadership to make the change so that your organization becomes willing to change, dares to change and is able to 

change.  
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